
Genesis Mississauga
Courtesy Vehicle 

3065 Glen Erin DR, Mississauga, ON, L5L1J3, Canada
Toll Free Number 1-855-606-2085 --- Email: ownership@genesismississauga.ca

Guest Information

Name: Phone Number:

Driver License: Driver Lic Type:

Insurance Company: Insurance Policy:

*Credit-Card#: *CVC:

*Credit-Card Expiry:  / *Type:

Courtesy Vehicle Information

Plate: Year/Make/Model:

Date Out: Date In:

Kilometer Out: Kilometer In:

Fuel Out: Fuel In:

Courtesy Vehicle Walk Around Guest Vehicle Walk Around

Conditions for Courtesy Vehicle Usage
The Courtesy Vehicle will not be used for business purposes and only be operated in the Province of Ontario. 
- Only operated by undersigned. Customer is responsible for any and all costs associated with Highway Traffic Act violations, parking infractions, 407 ETR tolls, red light camera infractions, impound fees,
missing components, fuel or any other costs or fines while in possession of above vehicle. Final amount would include $25 admin fee.
- In case of an accident or damages done to the Courtesy Vehicle vehicle, the following may be applied / recovered from the guest: 1. The deductible amount of $5,000 to be paid by the customer to get 
the claim covered through the Dealership insurance company. 2. In case if that claim raises the premium of the Dealership through the insurance company then the balance of the raise would have to be 
paid by the customer. 3. The customer would have the choice to get the accident covered through their own respective insurance company. 4. If there is a total loss of the Courtesy Vehicle vehicle as a 
result of an accident while the vehicle is in the possession of the client and the Dealership's Insurance Company settles the claim for an amount which is lower than the actual market value of the vehicle, 
the client shall pay to the Dealership the difference between the settlement amount and the actual market value for the vehicle. 
- Genesis Mississauga will not be responsible for any liabilities arising out of the usage of the above vehicle. 
- There will be a charge of $300.00 if vehicle is smoked in or if the vehicle is returned in a state that requires a full detailing. 
- I agree to return above vehicle to Genesis Mississauga upon completion of repairs to vehicle, or within 24 hours of being asked to return vehicle. Failure to comply will result in a $155.00 per day rental 
charge. 
- Courtesy Vehicle are provided as a courtesy to our customers, with a 100km per day limitation. $0.50 per km will be charged when limitation is exceeded. 
- For non-replaced fuel, there will be a charge at the current market rate. 
I have read and agree to the terms and conditions of this agreement and authorize any due charges to the provided credit card number above*.

RECEIVED COPY OF CONDITIONS FOR COURTESY VEHICLE USAGE: INITIAL 

Guest Signature:                                                              Genesis Ownership Signature:

VISA MASTERCARD AMEX
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